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Abstract. An estimation of the spin-dependent part of the np → pn charge exchange amplitude was made
on the basis of dp → (pp)n data, taken at 1.67 GeV/c per nucleon in a full solid-angle arrangement.
The np → pn amplitude turned out to be entirely spin-dependent. This result shows new possibilities for
experiments using polarized deuteron beams and polarized proton targets.

PACS. 25.10.+s Nuclear reactions involving few-nucleon systems – 25.45.-z 2H-induced reactions –
25.45.Kk Charge exchange reactions

1 Introduction

The task to build up a theory for the nucleon-nucleon scat-
tering, especially in the region above 1 GeV, is an out-
standing issue and therefore new experimental data are
appreciated. A complete determination of spin-dependent
nucleon-nucleon elastic amplitudes requires many mea-
surements. It requires both spin correlation parameters
ANN , etc. and spin transfer parameters KNN , etc. [1].
However, in some cases the picture may be simplified.
For example in the case of the investigation of the spin-
dependent contribution to the elementary np → pn charge
exchange reaction, unpolarized deuteron-proton interac-
tions can be used, where the neutron spin-orbital state is
well established.

The possibility to use the charge exchange reaction
on the unpolarized deuteron for the determination of the
spin-dependent part of the np → pn charge exchange was
emphasized partly in the series of works in [2–7]. The effect
can be understood qualitatively in the following way. Two
nucleons, bound in the deuteron may be in 3S1 and 3D1

(T = 0) spatial and spin-symmetric states; their isospin
is antisymmetric. In the charge exchange at 0◦, the tran-
sition from 3S1 or 3D1 to a charge-symmetric 1S0 or 1D2

state of two protons requires spin flip, in order to sat-
isfy the Pauli principle and ensure an anti-symmetric total
wave function. In this way, the spin-dependent part of the
elementary charge exchange amplitude will be reflected
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through the probability of the charge exchange process on
the deuteron.

In the general case the nucleon-nucleon amplitude in
the centre of mass can be presented as

M = a+ b(�σn̂)(�σin̂) + c[(�σn̂) + (�σin̂)]

+e(�σm̂)(�σim̂) + f(�σl̂)(�σi l̂), (1)

where the orthonormal basis

l̂ =
�k + �k′

|�k + �k′|
, m̂ =

�k − �k′

|�k − �k′|
, n̂ =

�k × �k′

|�k × �k′|
(2)

introduced in [8] is used. The vectors �k and �k′ are the
initial and final momenta, respectively, �σ and �σi are the
Pauli matrices corresponding to the fast particle and the
struck nucleon from the deuteron, respectively.

In the impulse approximation the dp charge exchange
differential cross-section at small momentum transfer |t|
is related to the NN -amplitudes via

(
dσ
dt

)
(pd → n(pp)) = [1− Fd(t)]

(
dσ1

dt

)

+
[
1− 1

3
Fd(t)

] (
dσ2

dt

)
, (3)

where

dσ1

dt
= |a|2 + |c|2 ,

dσ2

dt
= |b|2 + |c|2 + |e|2 + |f |2 , (4)
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Fd(t) denotes the deuteron form factor and the coefficients
a, b, c, e and f refer to spin invariants of the elementary
charge exchange amplitude eq. (1) [5,9].

In this paper we consider the case, when the scattering
angle θ is very small, close to zero. Under such kinematical
conditions one obtains

b = e and c = 0 (5)

and for the elementary cross-section a simple expression
can be written,

dσ1

dt
= |a|2 ,

dσ2

dt
= 2|b|2 + |f |2 . (6)

The amplitude a is spin-independent, and b and f are
spin-dependent.

At momentum transfer |t| ∼ 0, when Fd(0) = 1, eq. (3)
reduces to

dσ
dt
(pd → n(pp)) =

2
3
dσ2

dt
(np → pn) . (7)

Thus, the dp charge exchange differential cross-section is
fully determined by the spin-dependent parts of the ele-
mentary np → pn amplitude.

During recent years considerable progress has been
achieved in solving the problem of the construction of the
scattering matrix. In the intervening period a substantial
amount of new np data has been accumulated. Nowadays
the pp analysis is extended up to a laboratory kinetic en-
ergy of 2.5 GeV; the np analysis was truncated at 1.3 GeV.
While the situation in the complete reconstruction of the
pp scattering amplitude in the region above 1 GeV is al-
ready satisfactory, the same cannot be stated for np scat-
tering [10].

The aim of the present study was the extraction of in-
formation on the elementary process np → pn. The exist-
ing data on that reaction are still very scanty and concern
mainly the dσ/dt distribution. As a consequence of the
definite isotopic spin of the two protons, the study of the
dp → (pp)n reaction in the region of the symmetric spa-
tial part of their wave function may give information on
the spin structure of the elementary amplitude. A study
of the deuteron-proton charge exchange differential cross-
section dσ/dt allows one to estimate the spin-dependent
contribution to the np → pn reaction amplitude. Such
experimental data do not yet exist. Acceleration of deu-
terium beams allows to use them for the determination
of the spin-dependent part of the elementary np → pn
charge exchange process in a wide region of energy.

2 Experiment

The experimental data were taken with the JINR 1 m
hydrogen bubble chamber in a full solid angle geometry
and at an incident deuteron momentum of 3.35 GeV/c.
The use of nuclear beams impinging on a fixed proton
target makes all the fragments of the incoming nuclei fast
in the laboratory frame, and thus they can be detected,

well measured and identified practically without losses.
On the other hand, almost all losses, due to the chamber
threshold momenta, are concentrated in the elastic chan-
nel. These conditions allow one to study reactions con-
taining not more than one neutral particle in an exclusive
approach. A more detailed description of the experimental
set-up and the processing chain can be found in [11].

The recorded pictures were scanned twice for all
topologies. Measurements on three projections were used
for geometrical reconstruction and subsequent kinemat-
ical analysis of events, if an event failed on any of the
processing steps, all four existing projections were remea-
sured. The geometrical reconstruction and the kinemat-
ical analysis were carried out using an appropriate ver-
sion of the CERN program package based on the HYDRA
library [12]. The ionization of charged secondary parti-
cles was estimated visually. The complete data summary
tape contains 237413 events of dp interactions. A sample
of 102757 events fitting the reaction dp → ppn was col-
lected. The studied events of the dp → ppn reaction could
be divided in a natural way into two channels:
1) the charge retention channel, where the proton is the

fastest secondary particle with respect to the deuteron
rest frame, and

2) the charge exchange channel, where the neutron is the
fastest secondary particle with respect to the deuteron
rest frame.

As a result 85239 events are attributed to the charge reten-
tion channel and 17518 events corresponding to the charge
exchange reaction. The separation of these two channels
is illustrated in fig. 1, showing the distribution of the four-
momentum transfer squared t, between target proton and
secondary neutron in the laboratory frame. A quantity de-
fined this way does not depend on the final proton state,
whether it is a spectator or participant (indifferent to the
proton interferency).

The first attempt to determine the contribution of
the spin-dependent amplitude of the np → pn elemen-
tary charge exchange from the differential cross-section of
the dp → (pp)n reaction [9], using the available pp and
np scattering data, was carried out in the intial stage of
the experiment on a relatively small part of the processed
events. The pp and np scattering data were ambiguous, the
statistics poor and correspondingly the obtained estimate
was indefinite, though it dropped a hint to the enhanced
role of the spin-dependent amplitude in the np → pn
charge exchange.

Using the final statistics of over 105 events of the
dp → ppn reaction, we came back to this problem for
two reasons:
1) To make a direct estimate of the dp → (pp)n differ-

ential cross-section at t = 0 on the basis of the Dean
formalism [5].

2) To estimate the possibilities and limitations of a pre-
pared counter experiment [13].
In the study of high-energy nuclear reactions, the coor-

dinate system in which the nucleus is at rest is customarily
used. For that reason all the physical quantities given be-
low are in the deuteron rest frame if not stated otherwise.
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Fig. 1. Distribution of four-momentum transfer squared from
the target proton to the neutron for the dp → ppn events
(dark shaded area: charge exchange channel, white area: charge
retention channel).

3 Results and discussion

In order to extract the spin-dependent part of the np →
pn amplitude from the dp → (pp)n charge exchange data
applying eq. (7), at least the two following conditions have
to be satisfied:

1) the momentum transfer of the quasielastic np scatter-
ing is small,

2) the intrinsic momenta (q) of the nucleons in the
deuteron are small.

The second condition means S-wave dominance in the
deuteron wave function, which is shown in fig. 2, where the
S-wave probability distribution is plotted as a function of
the nucleon intrinsic momentum. In the region below q =
0.07 GeV/c this probability practically does not depend
on the nucleon intrinsic momentum.

Both the above-mentioned conditions can be fulfilled
simultaneously, if one selects events in the laboratory
frame containing two fast protons at small production an-
gle relative to the incoming deuteron momentum and with
momenta close to half that of the deuteron. We would like
to stress that this task can be realized successfuly using ac-
celerated deuteron beams. In the case of a deuteron target
the two protons are too slow to be detected and the reac-
tion cannot be identified. All dedicated charge exchange
experiments on a deuteron so far have been carried out
with proton beams.

In addition to the above mentioned, as follows from
eq. (2), to address the question of the spin-dependent con-
tribution to the np → pn amplitude, one has to turn
to the data on the differential cross-section at t = 0.
Such kind of data do exist [14,15]. They have been ob-
tained at Brookhaven [14] for the region of 1–8 GeV
and can be reasonably approximated by 1/p2, where p
is the momentum of the incoming neutron. These data

Fig. 2. The S-wave probability as a function of the nucleon
Fermi momentum. Full line: Paris; dashed line: Bonn A; dotted
line: Bonn B; dash-dotted line: Bonn C wave function.

imply at t = 0 dσ/dt = (36.9 ± 3.0) mb/(GeV/c)2 at
1.67 GeV/c. The quoted value is in good agreement with
that obtained from the np → pn experimental data [15]
at 1.729 GeV/c, fitted by a sum of two exponentials
dσ/dt = (36.5 ± 1.4) mb/(GeV/c)2 (without systemati-
cal uncertainties). A similar behaviour of the differential
cross-section dσ/dt at t = 0 has been observed below our
energies, a peak is present at u → 0 [16].

The task is to compare the differential cross-section
of the charge exchange on the deuteron, obtained in our
experiment at t = 0 with that for the np → pn at the
corresponding beam energy.

For a reasonable approximation of dσ/dt to t = 0, it is
inevitable to select a region of production angles, exclud-
ing the high momentum tails of the nucleon intrinsic mo-
tion and also those regions of momentum transfer, where
more complicated mechanisms than quasi-elastic scatter-
ing can come into play. The changes of the differential
cross-section at four different values of the two proton se-
lection angles are illustrated in fig. 3. With the increase of
the angle the character of the dσ/dt distribution at small
|t| remains unchanged, while at larger |t| the contribution
increases.

An estimation of the production angle θ can be ob-
tained, using the experimental and theoretical maxima
(pf = 50 MeV/c) of the Fermi momentum distribution
of the nucleons in the deuteron as a measure of transverse
momentum and the value of p0 = 1.67 GeV/c for the lon-
gitudinal momentum per nucleon in the laboratory frame.
It provides the value θ = arctg(pf/p0) = 1.6◦. This re-
quires that the two protons should be produced within a
cone having an opening angle of ≈ 3◦.
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Fig. 3. Distribution of |t| for the charge exchange channel
with the production angles of both protons below 2, 3, 4 and
5 degrees.

Fig. 4. Momentum distributions of spectator (full line) and
scattered protons (dashed line) in the deuteron rest frame.

In this context we remind the used definitions: the
slowest proton in the deuteron rest frame is referred to as
a spectator; the other one we call scattered. If no cuts are
imposed on the proton production angles, their momen-
tum distributions differ significantly as shown in fig. 4.

The spectator proton distribution (full line) follows a
curve, typical for the Fermi momentum distribution in the
deuteron. When the above-mentioned cut of 3◦ is applied
to the production angles of spectator and scattered pro-
ton, their momentum distributions overlap, as one can see
in fig. 5.

The differential cross-section for small values of |t| is
displayed in fig. 6 together with the curves, corresponding

Fig. 5. Momentum distributions of spectator (full line) and
scattered protons (dashed line) in the deuteron rest frame. The
proton production angles in the laboratory frame are below 3◦.

Fig. 6. Differential cross-section of the charge exchange reac-
tion in the region of small |t|. The production angle of both pro-
tons in the laboratory frame is in the interval 0–3◦. (b) shows
finer binning than (a).

to a fit of dσ/dt = aebt to the data. The fit gives the fol-
lowing results: a = (19.0 ± 1.1) mb/(GeV/c)2 (χ2/ND =
4.3/8) for the interval of |t| = {0.0–0.02}(GeV/c)2 (fig. 6a)
and a = (23.1

+3.6

−3.1 ) mb/(GeV/c)
2 (χ2/ND = 1.0/2) for

the interval |t| = {0.0–0.004}(GeV/c)2 (fig. 6b).
Figure 7 demonstrates the differential cross-section at

t = 0 as a function of the cut, imposed on the pro-
ton production angles. It can be seen in agreement with
eq. (7), that around θ = 3◦ the quantity dσ/dt at t = 0
reaches the level of 2/3 (dσ/dt) at t = 0 of the elemen-
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Fig. 7. Differential cross-section at t = 0 when both protons
are within a cone of opening angle θ. The full line corresponds
to 2/3 (dσ/dt)np→pn at t = 0, the dashed lines show the un-
certainties.

tary np → pn process. For the value of θ = 3◦ we get
a contribution of the spin-dependent part to the elemen-
tary np → pn of 0.94±0.15. The obtained contribution of
course depends on the systematical errors of the elemen-
tary np → pn charge exchange cross-section≈ 20% [15]. In
any case the obtained probability is large enough and does
not exclude the amplitude being 100% spin-dependent in
np → pn. The estimate of the spin-independent part of the
amplitude in [9] based on a different approach and poor
statistics (the number of charge exchange events is more
than one order less), did not exclude the nonzero spin-
dependent contribution. Therefore, the present results ob-
tained here in a more straightforward way using eq. (7) are
not in contradiction to our earlier findings [9]. Our exper-
iment allows us to extract only the spin-dependent part
of the np → pn charge exchange amplitude. Therefore,
the obtained results cannot be directly compared with
the data taken in polarized proton beam experiments,
e.g. [17]. In a future study of the process dp → (pp)n using
a beam of polarized deuterons one could separate the two
spin-dependent terms in the amplitude of the charge ex-
change reaction np → pn, one of which does not conserve
while the other conserves the projection of the nucleon
spin onto the direction of momentum at the transition of
the neutron into the proton [18]. The proposed method is
applicable in the energy range up to 10 GeV, where the
charge exchange cross-section is not too small. At these
energies the phase-shift analysis due to large number of
partial waves is complicated.

4 Conclusion

The study of the dp → (pp)n reaction in full solid angle
conditions showed, that the amplitude of the elementary
np → pn charge exchange at 1.67 GeV/c is practically
fully spin-dependent. The obtained result offers new pos-
sibilities to measure the energy dependence of this effect
by simultaneous use of both polarized deuteron beams and
polarized proton target.

This work was in part supported by the Grant Agency for
Science at the Ministry of Education of the Slovak Republic
(grant No. 1/8041/01).
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